Free Printable Elf on the Shelf Props

Perfect Elf-Sized Items!
Scout Elf Oven

cut

fold
Scout Elf Oven
Scout Elf Cereal Box and Donut Box
Scout Elf Pizza Box

Scout Elf's Pizza
North Pole Style
Scout Elf Suitcase

cut
fold
Scout Elf Tent
Scout Elf Sleeping Bags
Scout Elf Kites

*Will also need string
Scout Elf Photo Props
Wishing you a little, merry, joyful, upbeat Christmas Day!

Song: Jubilent Christmas Day

As this star shines bright, we know that Christmas cheer is near!

Song: Christmas Cheer is Near
A beam from the star will drift throughout space
Then softly descend to each golden charm’s face.

Song: Pups at the Window